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PRESS RELEASE  

 

SERVING FRESHNESS AROUND THE 
GLOBE: MICVAC AND MONDINI EXPAND 
PARTNERSHIP 

 

Swedish food tech company, Micvac, is revolutionising the ready-meal 

market. The Micvac system utilises in-pack cooking and pasteurisation 

in one continuous process housed in a microwave production tunnel. 

Italian company, G. Mondini, a world leader in tray-sealing technology, 

develops tray-sealing solutions that deliver fresh and healthy products 

to consumers. Together, the two companies are expanding their 

collaboration to develop new ideas and products based on innovative 

technologies.  

 

Fruitful cooperation 

Michael Bogdanski, CEO at Micvac, says “We are always looking for 

new ways of creating benefits for our customers. Our collaboration with 

Mondini not only ensures smooth integration of all current Micvac and 

Mondini systems, but also means that together we can develop ideas 



 

that don’t exist today.”   The two companies will work in close 

partnership to focus on unique design, high-performing systems and 

future-oriented levels of sustainability.  

 

Paolo Mondini of G. Mondini adds “We are passionate about providing 

consumers with meals that are healthier, tastier and fresher. In this 

process, our customers can rely on our dedication to solve any problem 

that arises now or in the future.” 

 

 

  



 

About Micvac 

Micvac is a food tech company that provides fresh ideas for the 

production and packaging of chilled ready meals. The company was 

founded in 2000 and is headquartered in Mölndal, Sweden. Its innovative 

system for ready meals is now available around the world. Apart from 

the company’s core markets in Sweden, Norway and Finland, Micvac 

also operates in for example Brasil, Hungary, Russia, Japan, South 

Africa and Australia. The company continues to grow and is expanding 

globally. 

 

About Mondini 

G. Mondini SpA is an innovative and highly efficient producer of 

packaging solutions to all areas of the food sector. They have been 

successfully designing tray sealing solutions for over 45 years. Their 

focus is on supporting their customers from start to finish to satisfy their 

requirements. Their TRAVE range of tray sealers are industry leaders. 

Combined with the innovative patented PLATFORM technology it gives 

the possibility to operate different packaging technologies, formats and 

materials through simple tool change. TRAVE’s unique hygienic 

design, quality of construction and ease of operation achieves an 

unrivalled flexibility and performance without compromise. 
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Photo 1: Michael Bogdanski, CEO Micvac, and Paolo Mondini from G. Mondini 

(Photo: Micvac AB) 
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